Dazzling Décor Price List 2017
CHAIR COVERS WITH SASHS
Chair cover with single sash £2.99 fitted (Excludes hessian)
Chair cover with double sash £3.29 fitted (Excludes hessian and lace mix)
Chair cover with single hessian sash £3.29 fitted
Chair cover with hessian and lace double sash £3.49 fitted
Chair cover with ruffle hood £3.99 fitted

SASHS AND HOODS FITTED WITH NO CHAIR COVERS
Fitting of single sash £1.50 (Excludes hessian)
Fitting of double sash £2.00 (Exludes hessian and lace mix)
Fitting of single hessian sash £2.00
Fitting of hessian and lace sash £2.49
Fitting of ruffle hood £2.99

CHAIR HIRE
Limewash chivari chairs with pads £2.99
White chivari chairs with pads £2.99
Sashs fitted onto our chivari chairs additional 50p per chair (Excludes hessian)
Hessian sashs fitted onto our chivari chairs additional 60p per chair
Double sashs fitted onto our chivari chairs additional 75p per chair (Excludes hessian and lace mix)
Hessian and lace mix sashs onto our chivari chairs 90p per chair
Ruffle hood fitted onto our chivari chairs £1.49 per chair

TABLE LINEN
Available in white, ivory, black, grey and mint green (Other colours are available on request, but
minimum time frame applies for ordering)
54x54 table cloth £4.00
70x70 table cloth £5.00

70x108 table cloth £6.00
90x90 table cloth £6.50
Floor length cloth for 5ft round table £7.00

BACKDROPS
Plain white backdrop £120.00
Plain coloured backdrop £140.00
Starlit white backdrop £160.00
Plain white backdrop with white curtains £160.00
Plain white backdrop with coloured curtains £180.00
Starlight white backdrop with white curtains £200.00
Starlight white backdrop with coloured curtains £240.00

CEILING DRAPING
4 fans of white ceiling drapes in venue with ceiling height of under 4 metres £250.00
4 fans of white ceiling drapes with fairy lights in venue with ceiling height of under 4 metres £300.00
5 fans of white ceiling drapes in venue with ceiling height of under 4 metres £295.00
5 fans of white ceiling drapes with fairy lights in venue with ceiling height of under 4 metres £345.00
6 fans of white ceiling drapes in venue with ceiling height of under 4 metres £340.00
6 fans of white ceiling drapes with fairy lights in venue with ceiling height of under 4 metres £390.00
4 fans of white ceiling drapes in venue with ceiling height of between 4 and 5.5 metres £350.00
4 fans of white ceiling drapes with fairy lights with ceiling height of between 4 and 5.5 metres £400.00
5 fans of white ceiling drapes in venue with ceiling height of between 4 and 5.5 metres £395.00
5 fans of white ceiling drapes with fairy lights with ceiling height of between 4 and 5.5 metres £445.00
6 fans of white ceiling drapes in venue with ceiling height of between 4 and 5.5 metres £440.00
6 fans of white ceiling drapes with fairy lights with ceiling height of between 4 and 5.5 metres £490.00
Other colours of ceiling drapes are available prices on request
Other ceiling heights are prices on request

ADDITONAL DÉCOR
4 ft bay tree £15.00
5 ft bay tree £20.00
Organza, satin or tafeta table runners £1.50
Sequin table runner £4.50
30cm round mirror plate £1.25
40cm round mirror plate £1.50
Square mirror plate £1.25
Red 8 metre carpet £65.00
Ivory 10 metre carpet £80.00
Wishing Well £25.00
White wishing tree with tags £20.00
Manzanita trees (White) £10.00
Sweet cart for 50 guests £175.00
Sweet cart for 100 guests £225.00
Sweet cart for 150 guests £275.00
Top table draping £25.00
Cake table draping £15.00
Fairy lit cake table £35.00
Uplighters £10.00

Wall drapes prices available on request
Boathouse/lakehouse/gazebo draping prices available on request

BALLOONS:
Decorations of 3 latex balloons £6.50
Decorations of 1 double and 2 single latex balloons £7.50
Decorations of 1 foil and 2 single latex balloons £8.50
Decorations of 3 foil balloons £11.50

Decorations of 5 latex balloons £9.50
Decorations of 1 double and 4 single latex balloons £10.50
Decorations of 1 foil and 4 single latex balloons £11.50
Decorations of 5 foil balloons £19.00
Decorations of 7 latex balloons £12.50
Decorations of 1 double and 6 single latex balloons £13.50
Decorations of 1 foil and 6 single latex balloons £14.50
Decorations of 7 foil balloons £26.50
Standard balloon arch (Single latex balloons) £55.00
Double bubble latex balloon arch £75.00
Foil balloon arch £75.00
Spiral latex balloon arch £150.00
Hot air balloon £39.00
Manual exploding balloon £39.00
Automatic exploding balloon £79.00
Large round balloons £22.50
Large round balloons with trailing lace £25.00
Large round balloons with trailing tassles £28.00
Dance floor scatter balloons 50p each
Drop nets from £125.00

CENTRE PIECES;
Rose bowl (Empty) £5.00
Rose bowl with clear gel and floating flower heads £9.00
Rose bowl with water, bear grass and floating flower heads £9.00
Rose bowl with beach theme £9.00
Lights in rose bowls are an additional £1.00
Mini rose bowls to line top table to mimic decor on main tables £15.00

Birdcages round or square with artificial flowers £12.50
Mini birdcages £4.00
Candelabras £20.00
Candelabras with ivory trailing flowers £28.00
Candelabras with trailing crystals £25.00
Feather centre pieces in lily vase (white or black vase) £25.00
Feather centre pieces in clear lily vase with clear gel and light £29.00
Martini vase with clear gel and floating flower heads £17.00
Martini vases with artificial ivory flower ball £17.00
Martini vase with beach theme £17.00
Lights in martini vases additional £1.00
Hurricane vase with sand and pillar candle £15.00
Jugs with fresh flowers £12.50
Kilner jars with fresh flowers (Roses and gypsophelia) £7.50
Glass tanks with gypsophelia £2.50
Set of three cylinder vases with water, floating flower heads and crystals £18.00
Tea light candles in glass votives £2.50 for set of 4
Crystal topped vase with pillar candle £12.00

Other centre pieces are available on request

DELIVERY AND COLLECTION CHARGES;
£30.00 standard delivery fee on chivari chairs (DIstances within 15 miles)
£30.00 standard collection fee on chivari chairs (Distances within 15 miles)
Distances over 15 miles will incur an additional fee of £1 per mile
£10.00 standard delivery fee of sweet cart (Distances within 15 miles)
£10.00 standard collection fee of sweet cart (Distances within 15 miles)
Distances over 15 miles will incur an additional fee of £1 per mile

Free delivery on chair covers if ordering over 60
Free delivery on ceiling drapes if within 15 miles

Packages are available and discounts will be applied when multiple services are booked. If you require
multiple decor items you can request a package quotation via email.

